So that even as the ambience, the atmosphere, seems severe, stark?"The surface of the pond is metal"; "the moon/is stationed in the beechtree"; "the wicker chairs/Uncovered, winter after winter"?the final impression is one of weight and depth. What beautiful and painful poems these are. They seem to me to reach back to the very sources of the self?back to the blood, back to the first imagination of things. In "The Pond," the speaker and her lover lie down in a darkness almost total. The stars are "small" and "echoing," like the silver minnows in the black water; the "hills are far away . . ./Blacker than childhood." At the center of the poem, the speaker finds in her lover's eyes "a memory I recognize, as though/We had been children together." The entire poem becomes then pre dicated on the as though, and that becomes, through the variation on the simile 'like children," the presiding subjective correlative. Like children, the dead past posits the future. By the end of the poem the possibility of like has become the reality is: "I want to touch you, but/Do not, seeing/As in another life we were of the same blood."
The vision in "For My Mother" is also "filtered" through the moonlit eye of the other. Why "was it better when we were/together in one body"? The ques tion is, of course, rhetorical. It was better because it was perfect, complete, as in a circle?"the absolute/knowledge of the unborn." Now thirty years later, a lifetime, the mother's eyes (and the speaker's vision) are shaded from the moon "stationed in the beechtree/round and white among/the small tin markers of the stars." As in "The Pond," the possibility has become the reality: the signs of life-in-death, of connection, of relationship are everywhere, from the wide arc of the universe to the "schools of spores" circulating "behind the shades," drifting "through the gauze flutterings of vegetation." I can only point out how well the "shades" and "flutterings of vegetation" return us to the "green glass" opening the poem. This poem is as much remarkable for its absolute terms as for its absolute knowledge.
In "Gemini" the mother's child becomes the mother-to-be. become the "snow"; the "ringed moon" becomes "round and white" becomes "sunlight"; "metal" becomes "tin" becomes "copper." In all these transformations there exists a pattern of intensification and purification. As the relative formality of "The Pond" opens into the lucidity of "Gemini," the vision turns less shapely and more ambiguous. More is evoked and therefore more is disturbed. I find "Gemini" to be the darkest poem here simply because so much has been promised that will not be performed. F. Scott Fitzgerald, in an essay called "The Crack-Up," commented that "the test of a first-rate intelligence is to be able to hold op posing ideas in the mind at the same time yet retain the ability to function. One should know that things are hopeless," he went on, "yet be able to behave as if they weren't." Keats called this "negative capability." I think that Louise Gliick's poetry has matured toward such a twin.
Louise Gluck's Response I thank Stanley Plurnly: it is both moving and frightening to have been read with such sensitivity.
I have little to add. The poems here are recent, the most recent, "Gemini,"
